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It’s an interconnected world –
 certainly in terms of curriculum policy…

Shared themes 
emphasise

Global integration 

Creativity, critical thinking, problem solving

Collaborative approaches

Information and ICT literacy

Global citizenship 

A Framework of 21st Century Skills 



Commitment to the Framework 
of 21st

 
Century Skills



Opening minds to the complexity 
of the world and human thought…

…the emphasis is on 
developing the ability to think 

critically about a range of global 
issues where there is always 
more than one point of view 

(IGCSE Global Perspectives)

…asks learners to adopt the 
thoughts and actions of 

entrepreneurs, equipping 
learners with a range of vital life 

skills (IGCSE Enterprise)

…offers students the chance to 
analyse the opportunities facing 
a nation destined to be one of 
the great powers of the 21st 

Century (IGCSE India Studies)



An important point…

Don’t throw the baby out with the bathwater...

المسامح آريم   

Tirar el grano con 
la paja



21st
 

Century Skills Agenda 
-

 
an alternative view

Mathematical 
understanding

Scientific 
knowledge

Literacy Creativity

Multi-lingualism

Historical 
understanding

Geographical 
awareness

Critical 
appreciation 



Deep understanding of 
curriculum and assessment goals…

Interpreting the graph 
and identifying patterns

Extracting data from 
the graph

Suggesting 
explanations

Delivered effectively by expert practitioners



What kind of education enables us to cope with an 
interconnected world?
• A respect for subject disciplines
• Excellent – and interconnected – teachers
• The opportunities to share learning across cultures 

and contexts
• Alignment of curriculum and assessment goals
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